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Abstract 11 

Understanding the modifications of cell functionality and physiology which lead to complex pathologic 12 

phenotypes is the main challenge of precision medicine, which aims for individualized treatment and 13 

prevention. Cellular control mechanisms are dysregulated when a disease takes place, leading to 14 

different processes such as excessive proliferation or evasion of apoptosis. Proteins and genes involved 15 

in these processes are potential targets for pharmacological research, creating a great interest in the 16 

identification of a set of functional “nodes”. To improve personalized treatments and better understand 17 

mechanisms of interactions among biological processes, mathematical modelling is used as a tool to 18 

describe these processes and further predict future behaviors. Statistical associations between 19 

expression abundance levels, while not directly proportional to activated gene concentrations, should 20 

provide clues towards uncovering gene regulatory mechanisms. 21 

The implementation of such models is often challenging and too slow to be useful in routine diagnosis, 22 

as this formalism does not scale up well enough to large signaling networks. Therefore, the ability to 23 

inducing functional information from profiling data and specific pathways involved in processes 24 

associated with the disease would be useful to narrow down the space of solutions, providing a better 25 

understanding of the pathological properties of dysregulated networks.  26 

In the present work, three types of network modelling are analyzed and compared using transcriptomic 27 

data from Systemic Lupus Erythematosus, both discrete and continuous. The same dataset is used on 28 

all of them, considering the performance of each method and its advantages. Mathematical background 29 

and hypothesis are studied, providing a specific environment in which each method stands out. More 30 

complex networks do not always perform better in the discovery of relevant pathways. This 31 

comparative analysis illustrates the potential of computational models for the detection of underlying 32 

molecular mechanisms of diseases, aiming for the implementation of patient-level and personalized 33 

treatments. 34 
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1 Introduction 35 

Systemic lupus erythematosus (SLE) is an autoimmune disease that affects multiple systems within the 36 

human body. Several different endotypes of patients often present a wide range of symptoms and 37 

different molecular profiles, creating a difficult environment for a global clinical approach. 38 

Heterogeneity between patients and unprecise diagnosis and therapeutic responses demand new 39 

biomarkers for precision medicine (Toro-Domínguez et al., 2018). To better understand the mechanism 40 

and spreading of the disease, as well as identify major deregulated signaling pathways, network 41 

modelling is a promising approach that has been widely used in the last decade. In this work three 42 

network modelling methods are analyzed and compares using gene expression data from SLE patients.  43 

Logical and Boolean modelling  has been used to describe dynamics of human cellular signal 44 

transduction and gene regulations (Abou-Jaoudé et al., 2016; Montagud et al., 2022). This approach 45 

provides a simplification of an otherwise complex network, contributing to create a new framework 46 

which can delineate the main dynamical properties of complex biological processes. A kinetic 47 

algorithm is later applied to simulate real time cellular events, introducing Markov Chain on the model 48 

state transition graph (Fumia and Martins, 2013). Nodes are either active or inactive, and given some 49 

initial conditions, the evolution of the model can be estimated. Stochastic simulations study the 50 

different cases depending on the probability of a node being active after a performed simulation. The 51 

model is modified every time, resulting in an accurate description of environmental perturbations and 52 

the presence or absence of growth determining factors (Cohen et al., 2015). 53 

Following the simplification of signaling network, HiPathia (High-throughput Pathway Analysis) 54 

method is implemented. Based on the analysis of individual gene expression and measurement of 55 

changes in the activity of signal transduction, this software can provide an informative insight into 56 

cellular function. It can detect the existence of multifunctional pathways, as well as opposite functions 57 

which may trigger apoptosis or survival (Hidalgo et al., 2017). This package is a functional tool for R 58 

which allows the user to compare signal propagation and predictive behavior of the network based on 59 

the activation of canonical circuits or sub pathways (Hidalgo et al., n.d.).  60 

Finally, ARACNe-AP (Algorithm for the Reconstruction of Accurate Cellular Networks with Adaptive 61 

Partitioning) analysis is performed on the same data. As an evolution of Petri nets, this algorithm 62 

accurately reconstructs regulatory networks from large scale molecular profile datasets (Lachmann et 63 

al., 2016).  It identifies proteins which participate in dysregulated processes, focusing on potential 64 

pharmacological targets in precision medicine, providing an improvement in therapeutic efficacy. Its 65 

main objective is to infer patient-level treatments from proteomic profiling data (Keyl et al., 2022). 66 

These methods bring together the concept of precision medicine and individual profiling closer to 67 

reality. The analysis of already available transcriptomic data can contribute to identify possible 68 

regulators and therefore, potential targets. Such methods consider structures to calculate a topology-69 

weighted score for a whole gene set, based on different criteria, which can potentially contribute to a 70 

better description of the real functional activity of the system (Amadoz et al., 2019). Boolean model is 71 

a powerful tool to perform temporal simulations on transcription networks, giving the option of 72 

performing drug simulations on given backgrounds. The accuracy of HiPathia method is demonstrated, 73 

as it provides an easy and user-friendly environment for accurate analysis of signaling pathways. With 74 

small pieces of information, it compares with its own database and creates gene ontology enriched 75 

results with a high sensitivity level. ARACNE algorithm can identify direct transcriptional interactions 76 

even in presence of complex topologies. All these networks, once created, can be later analyzed with 77 

R packages, contributing with useful conclusions and results. They can be useful both as an explanatory 78 
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analysis of the data, and as a conclusive result of already proven hypothesis, summarizing relevant 79 

aspects of previous outcome. 80 

Materials and Methods 81 

To contribute to the comparison of different methods in this work, three methods of network 82 

modelling have been deeply analyzed. Pathway structures are calculated to obtain a topology-83 

weighted score following different equations which all describe inhibition and activation of genes 84 

according to the same data. They differ mainly in the way in which circuits are built, as well as the 85 

estimation of the activity of such circuits.  86 

The data here analyzed is composed of two datasets, adult and pediatric of SLE patients. For the 87 

analysis performed in the present work only adult samples were used. Dataset is composed by a gene 88 

expression matrix of 17121 observations or genes and 89 samples or patients, 20 of whom are 89 

controlled. A metadata object is provided composed by 89 rows and 15 columns, which offer 90 

information about samples, such as gender, SLEDAI score, disease (SLE/Healthy), clustering and 91 

other relevant aspects of lupus erythematosus. Raw data was obtained from Gene Expression 92 

Omnibus (GEO) (GSE121239) (Lopez-Dominguez et al., 2021), conformed by 301patients and 20 93 

healthy samples. Selection with criteria of SLEDAI score higher than 5 was performed, due to 94 

association with possible therapy. For each patient, only the highest score was selected. Data 95 

obtention from SPARE (Zollars et al., 2016)  was done according to the protocol approved by Johns 96 

Hopkins University School of Medicine Institutional Review Board. Informed consent was obtained 97 

by patients enrolled in Hopkins Lupus Cohort and studies were carried out in accordance with de 98 

Helsinki Declaration. 99 

1.1 High throughput pathway interpretation and analysis 100 

Gene network construction is based on signalling pathways, where genes interact with each other, 101 

either promoting protein transduction or inhibiting it. These processes have later been linked to the 102 

genesis and development of several diseases, including cancer. Here, HiPathia software is tested. Its 103 

methodology consists on analysing levels of gene activity to later determine which of these genes are 104 

responsible for the resulting cell activity. Conventional approaches, however, sometimes overlook 105 

the evident truth that many pathways are often multifunctional and trigger opposite functions. For 106 

example, depending on the proteins involved, effector and receptor may cause apoptosis or cell death. 107 

High-throughput pathway interpretation and analysis aim for a more accurate description based on 108 

biological knowledge of signal transduction. 109 

This software is designed for the computation of said transduction along signalling pathways from 110 

transcriptomic data, which have been proved to be more accurate biomarkers in certain diseases than 111 

the activity of their constituent genes (Fey et al., 2015). This emerges as an alternative way of 112 

defining a new class of mechanistic biomarkers whose activity is linked to the molecular mechanisms 113 

which underlie the development of diseases and response to treatments. The present method is built 114 

based on an iterative algorithm that gives a value to describe signal intensity passing through the 115 

nodes of a network by analysing the level of activity of the signal arriving at each one of them and 116 

the level of expression. As a result, it provides a computed solution for each annotated pathway 117 

(Hidalgo et al., n.d.). This proposition assumes that the higher the number of proteins that connect 118 

receptor and effector, the more likely it is that the signal will be transduced. According to this 119 

hypothesis. the signal will be stronger. Then, these proteins trigger KEGG pathway-defined cell 120 

activities (Kanehisa et al., 2014). 121 
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This model follows the quantification of signalling pathways described by Hidalgo et al (Hidalgo et 122 

al., 2017). The method presented employs gene expression levels as proxies for protein presence 123 

values, and, as a result, for possible protein activation levels. Using data on node composition 124 

obtained from KEGG, the inferred protein activity values are then converted into node activity 125 

(Martini et al., 2013; Sebastián-León et al., 2013). The formula describes the level of expression 126 

needed for each node to communicate an activation signal to the following one, creating a path and 127 

later a network. For each node n, the signal s is described as: 128 

𝑠𝑛 = 𝑣𝑛  ( 1 − ∏ (1 − 𝑠𝑎)

𝑠𝑛∈ 𝐴

) ∏(1 − 𝑠𝑖)

𝑠𝑖∈ 𝐼

 129 

Where 𝑠𝑛 defines signal intensity of node 𝑛, computing its normalized gene expression value. 𝐴 is 130 

defined as a set of activation signals arriving at node 𝑛 and 𝐼 is the set of inhibitory signals. As a 131 

consequence, we can assume that 𝐴 ∪ 𝐼 = 𝑁 , and therefore, 𝐴 ∩ 𝐼 = ∅. The signal transmission is 132 

estimated by starting with an initial signal of 1, which is propagated along the nodes of the signaling 133 

circuits according to said recursive rule, based on the Dijkstra algorithm (Dijkstra, 1959). 134 

In this network, pathways are represented by directed graphs. This is important because there must be 135 

a distinction between effector and receptor nodes. Calculation is made to search for nodes which are 136 

more transited: the signal arrives at an initial node and is transmitted along the pathway following the 137 

direction of the interactions up to an output node. This signal can follow different paths, and the 138 

software computes the intensity of each signal passing through each node and the level of expression. 139 

As a result, the value obtained is the signal passed through the last node of the pathway. Effector 140 

pathways are decomposed into simple ones (subgraphs, which only have one input node), as they 141 

may have many different nodes. They trigger specific functions in the cell, previously defined based 142 

on annotations contained in the effector node. Gene ontology terms and molecular functions of 143 

Uniprot are used (Ashburner et al., 2000; Consortium, 2015). Lastly, all this data is integrated in the 144 

proposed model following this statement: protein needs to be present (expressed) and to be functional 145 

(harbouring no impairing mutations) to transmit the signal. 146 

Following the implementation, firstly an exploratory analysis is performed. R package 147 

SummarizedExperiment is needed (Morgan et al., 2017). Gene IDs translation is necessary, as a 148 

specific format is needed, selecting the specie “hsa” which stands for human. Normalization by 149 

percentile is performed and visualized using package ggplot2 (Villanueva and Chen, 2019). Grouping 150 

by sample is specified, dividing the dataset by healthy/control and SLE patients. Once the signal is 151 

computed, gene ontology enrichment is performed, and a report is provided by previously selecting 152 

relevant pathways to represent in the graphs. Function eBayes from package limma (Ritchie et al., 153 

2015) to compute differential expression and set color coding for each of the nodes. 154 

1.2 Boolean model 155 

Boolean networks are one of the simplest models to study the dynamic behaviour of biological 156 

systems. This theory is based on Boolean logic, in which there are only two valid states for each 157 

variable, on or off, 0 or 1. This simplification provides a helpful tool for describing situations where 158 

activation and deactivation occur (Kauffman, 1969). The discrete and binary character may be often 159 

seen as a limitation, but this principle of modelling has been widely applied for gene regulation 160 

study, as continuous mathematical modelling does not scale up well to large signalling networks 161 

(Babtie and Stumpf, 2017). 162 
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In this formalism, dynamical behaviours are represented by a simpler mean of abstraction where 163 

causal connections between effectors and receptors are encoded with logic assertions. Prior to the 164 

network construction, several concepts must be introduced. For the following implementation, 165 

Boolean modelling proven in deregulation in cancer is used. In this approach, each protein 𝑖, 𝑖 =166 

1, … , 𝑁 represents a node of the network. It is represented by a binary state, 𝜎𝑖 = 1 when the protein 167 

is fully activated, and 𝜎𝑖 = 0 when it is not. The network state at a given time 𝑡 is represented by the 168 

protein activity pattern 𝜎1(𝑡), 𝜎2(𝑡), … , 𝜎𝑁(𝑡). All of these inputs are nodes in the network which are 169 

related to other ones, sending a directed link which can be either activating or deactivating, resulting 170 

in different biochemical mechanisms such as transcriptional regulation or binding interactions 171 

(Fumia and Martins, 2013). 172 

The topological structure of the graph is characterized in terms of the shortest path length, clustering 173 

coefficients and connectivity or node distributions. Once the network is created, it is compared with 174 

random networks with the same number of nodes (Montagud et al., 2022). It is shown that cancer 175 

networks have a higher clustering coefficient than random ones, proving that it is strongly inter-176 

connected. The dynamics of the network are described as a function of time in discrete steps through 177 

simultaneous update of the states of the nodes as the following rule dictates: 178 

𝜎𝑖(𝑡 + 1) = 𝑠𝑔𝑛 (∑ 𝐽𝑖𝑗

𝑘∈𝐼

𝑗=1

𝜎𝑗(𝑡) − 𝜃𝑖) 179 

In this equation, 𝐽𝑖𝑗 determines the interaction strength from input 𝑗 on protein 𝑖. When activation 180 

occurs, positive interaction translates. Otherwise, in case of inhibition, it will show as negative. The 181 

result will always be a sign following the definition of the function 𝑠𝑔𝑛(𝑥), ∀𝑥 ∈ ℝ. Finally, 𝜃𝑖 182 

defines the activation threshold of protein 𝑖. This model evaluates every input and summarizes it as 183 

an accumulation of stimulus. If the overall stimulus it receives in the instant 𝑡 is superior to its 184 

activation threshold, then the protein is activated or remains activated if it was before. Otherwise, it 185 

turns negative. This simplification of the processes of activation and protein interaction allows for 186 

simulation of evolution and biochemical interactions (Davidich and Bornholdt, 2008). 187 

An impact network will be created if the only information available is the activation or inhibition of 188 

one protein on the other without knowing the specifics of the influences. This is the case given the 189 

character of the dataset used, which does not include biochemical reactions.  190 

R package ROMA is used to select to more relevant genes (Martignetti et al., 2016). Complementary 191 

R packages are needed, biomaRt and scater (Durinck et al., 2009; McCarthy et al., 2017). For the 192 

purpose of selection, grouping by disease, SLE and healthy is done, and due to the random character 193 

of this selection, a seed is fixed 𝑠𝑒𝑡. 𝑠𝑒𝑒𝑑(123) for reproducibility reasons. Wilcoxon test is applied 194 

as normality in dataset cannot be assumed, with a variance threshold of 5𝑒 − 10. The 50% of the top 195 

genes contributing to overdispersion are selected. Complementary package Bloodgen3Module is 196 

needed for gene annotation comparison (Rinchai et al., 2021). ROMA is performed under specific 197 

parameters: ClusType =  “FORK”, PCSignMode =  "CorrelateAllWeightsByGene", PCAType =198 

 "DimensionsAreSamples".  Following this order, the first one controls the type of parallel 199 

environment to use, and the following ones use a PC orientation mode which correlates gene 200 

expression and module score. Over dispersed genes are then annotated in their corresponding path, 201 

making a distinction between positive and negative regulation. Interactions are obtained from R 202 

package Omnipath.(Türei et al., 2016). Then, it is necessary to check that non-regulated genes target 203 

themselves in order to store these inputs too. 204 
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This data is later written in a format readable for GINSim, software used to graph the network 205 

(Chaouiya et al., 2012). This allows for exportation to MaBoSS format, which is capable of perform 206 

model personalization, adapting the generic model to patient data (Béal et al., 2019). 207 

1.3 Petri nets 208 

Bayesian networks represent a probabilistic model which describes a set of random variables, as well 209 

as the conditional relation existing between said variables through representation of a directed cyclic 210 

graph (Chai et al., 2014). In this field, the use of a probabilistic model based on Bayes’ theorem 211 

(fundamental for the definition of conditional probability) is combined with graph theory to modulate 212 

properties which regulate gene networks and infer probabilities in such cases. These networks make 213 

use of Markov chains, allowing no memory property of stochastic processes, which allows each node 214 

to be independent of its predecessor. This is an advantage as it allows for descriptive analysis, 215 

detection of anomalies and future predictions and diagnosis of several pathologies (Erdogdu et al., 216 

2017). 217 

Petri nets were first described as a tool to analyse recurrent processes. Because of the temporal 218 

character of gene expression data, the use of methods which infer temporal associations and plausible 219 

causal relationships is often needed to overcome the random steady states captured during cellular 220 

population harvesting. Advanced Petri nets are now able to imitate Boolean networks, Bayesian 221 

systems and stochastic processes including diffusion by the use of differential equations. The most 222 

important difference between these methods is the dynamic nature of their behaviour.  223 

Steady states statistical dependencies can be studied, but it is important to remark that this is not 224 

linked to the underlying physical dependence of the model. There is no universally accepted 225 

definition of statistical dependencies in the multivariate setting. Markov networks provide joint 226 

probability function which describes the stationary expressions of all genes 𝑃(𝑔𝑖), 𝑖 = 1, … , 𝑁, as: 227 

𝑃(𝑔𝑖) =
1

Z
exp [− ∑ 𝜙𝑖(𝑔𝑖)

𝑁

𝑖

− ∑ 𝜙𝑖𝑗(𝑔𝑖, 𝑔𝑗)

𝑁

𝑖,𝑗

− ∑ 𝜙𝑖𝑗𝑘(𝑔𝑖, 𝑔𝑗, 𝑔𝑘) −

𝑁

𝑖,𝑗,𝑘

… ] ≡ 𝑒−𝐻({𝑔𝑖}) 228 

where 𝑁 is the number of genes, 𝑍 is the normalization factor, 𝜙𝑖,… define potentials and 𝐻({𝑔𝑖}) is 229 

the Hamiltonian defining the system’s statistics. Following this model, a set of variables will interact 230 

if and only if the single potential that depends on them is nonzero (Margolin et al., 2006). As a 231 

consequence, the main objective of the software is to identify which of these potentials follow said 232 

condition, eliminating the others. 233 

Interaction structure is inferred in the simplest way possible, where genes are assumed independent, 234 

meaning that marginal probabilities can be used as first order potentials. As more data is available, 235 

estimation in higher order marginals is progressively corrected. With the use of this approximation, 236 

two genes 𝑖, 𝑗 for which 𝜙𝑖𝑗 = 0 are assumed non-interacting. Two nodes are defined as statistically 237 

independent when they obey 𝑃(𝑔𝐼 , 𝑔𝑗) = 𝑃(𝑔𝑖)𝑃(𝑔𝑗), but this is not a sufficient condition to assume 238 

that 𝜙𝑖𝑗 = 0, as genes which do not interact directly but are related via other genes also obey this 239 

equation, but 𝑃(𝑔𝐼 , 𝑔𝑗) ≠ 𝑃(𝑔𝑖)𝑃(𝑔𝑗). As a result, a two-way network is assumed, allowing all 240 

statistical dependence to be inferred from pairwise marginals. 241 

ARACNe-AP (Algorithm for the Reconstruction of Accurate Cellular Networks with Adaptive 242 

Partitioning) is implemented in a single JAVA executable file. It requires a version 8 or higher. In 243 

this study, a conda environment was created to use the required version. Once the software is 244 
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installed, input files needed to run ARACNe are a Gene expression profile (GEP) and a list of 245 

regulators, previously defined. For the objectives of the study, the regulators were selected according 246 

to bibliography in which healthy and SLE patients’ blood fingerprint was compared, identifying 247 

differentially expressed transcripts (Banchereau et al., 2016). 248 

For the purpose of describing interaction among variables, the concept of Mutual Information is 249 

introduced. MI indicates the level of statistical dependence between two variables, similarly to how 250 

the more familiar Pearson correlation does. This value is always nonnegative, giving a positive value 251 

for variables which are in fact dependent. A threshold for Mutual Information is first calculated to 252 

accordingly filter MIs by computing null-hypothesis for specific p values in each pair of genes 253 

(Beirlant et al., 1997). This means that the value for said threshold depends on the number of samples 254 

provided in the input. For 𝑁 bootstraps 𝑁 MI networks are generated.   255 

Then ARACNe is ran on bootstraps of the input matrix. This is a method in which tests use random 256 

sampling with replacement, falling under a wider class or resampling methods (Efron and Tibshirani, 257 

1985). Once MI is computed for every TF/Target pair, the threshold is used to remove non-258 

statistically significant connections. 259 

Finally, the bootstraps are consolidated into a final network file. This is done by estimating the 260 

statistical significance of the number of times a specific edge is detected across all bootstraps runs, 261 

based on a Poisson distribution. The output is a four-column matrix which includes the regulator, the 262 

target, the MI of the pair and the p-value, obtained from the integration of the bootstraps into the 263 

network. To calculate the threshold, a fixed seed is needed. In the present work said seed was set to 1, 264 

with a fixed p-value of 10−8. Once the value for the threshold is obtained, arcane is run on 100 265 

reproducible bootstraps or random samples. Finally it will be consolidated, and in order to obtain 266 

faithful results, a Bonferroni correction method is applied, counteracting the multiple comparison 267 

problem (Weisstein, 2004). Only significant pairs are kept, following the criteria of 𝑃 < 0.05, once it 268 

has been corrected. 269 

Once ARACNe has built the network, and SLE relevant genes are selected, R package igraph is used 270 

to graph relevant connections (Csardi and Nepusz, 2006). Given the high number of relevant nodes, a 271 

narrower approach is taken, selecting only genes for representation which follow 𝑀𝐼 > 0.8. This 272 

allows for a plausible visual representation of the network. 273 

2 Results and Discussions 274 

Each of the methods described above has been separately implemented in their specific language and 275 

environment. Each of the results is now detailed. 276 

2.1 HiPathia  277 

After the network has been built, Principal Component Analysis is performed. A multiple PCA Plot 278 

is shown in Figure 1.A, where the three PC are plotted in pairs for easier visualization. Figure 1.B 279 

shows cumulative explained variance. PC1 explains around 60% of accumulated variance, becoming 280 

approximately 80% for three components. As a result, the minimum number of components chosen 281 

for this analysis is three, as an increment of this value does not perform a significative improvement. 282 

This is an exploratory analysis, which is done after normalization. In Figure 1 different clustering 283 

methodologies are also performed, showing no conclusive results with significative differences in 284 

expression between SLE and healthy patients. This is due to the character of autoimmune disease. It 285 
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is not expected to find a clear clustering of samples, as pathways used for this analysis are focused on 286 

cancer development. 287 

As a consequence, this first software is useful for a primary analysis, giving the power to perform 288 

important simulations and understand the character of the data. However, in case of different 289 

diseases, it would be recommended to first look for relevant pathways and identify them before 290 

performing said analysis. Even in these conditions, this software provides a user-friendly tool to 291 

create gene expression networks. The easy-to-use interface, available online and with no need of 292 

programming skills is a useful tool, which provides a lot of information with low preprocessing.  293 

One of the best characteristics this software offers is the pathway comparison. As results of networks 294 

are often difficult to summarize, plots provide an easy way to understand relations between nodes. 295 

Once a pathway is selected, it can be shown how the difference in the expression of one node can 296 

influence the network. This visualization is shown with node color scheme which compute 297 

differential expression and directed graphs, which are related to cell functionalities.  298 

Nodes are colored according to differential expression, blue and red. There is a distinction between 299 

nodes and genes. It was not possible to select literature based known pathways for SLE, therefore 300 

pathway “hsa03320” was chosen for comparison (Takahashi et al., 2005). This is a KEGG pathway 301 

involved in the endocrine system, which is related to autoimmune disease and is relevant for SLE 302 

(Pocovi-Gerardino et al., 2018). 303 

Pathways are directed networks in which nodes relate to each other by edges. Only two possible 304 

relations are considered, activation and inhibition. KEGG pathways include different kind of processes 305 

created by protein interactions, but they are also labeled indicating activation or inhibition. 306 

Perturbations, which are initially gene expression changes, are later related to disease mechanisms or 307 

drug response. This offers the possibility of tracing back changes in cell activity to the circuits, making 308 

it possible to identify the ultimate causative agents of such functional activity changes 309 

In Figure 3, color palette “hipathia” was chosen. It shows green for under expressed (genes and 310 

relations) and orange for overexpressed. In the first column cell functions and actions are featured.  311 

Nodes in the second column do not represent genes but are a consequence of computation and 312 

relation construction. They are connected through directed edges to the relevant genes obtained from 313 

signal transduction. As it was expected given the pathway chosen, through gene ontology and 314 

enrichment the main functions obtained are transport and lipid metabolism. As an example of 315 

relevant routes, it is shown than inflammatory response is produced through expression of gene 316 

OLR1, which is a relevant symptom for the studied disease. This gene is downregulated by the third 317 

node PPARG RXRA, which is a nuclear receptor encoded by RXRA gene, involved in steroid an 318 

thyroid hormone receptor transcription factors (Mangelsdorf et al., 1990). 319 

As a final result, it is necessary to mark that this software is only available for three organisms: rat, 320 

mouse and human. This means that when working with a different species, gene ontology results are 321 

not accurate. Both KEGG and Uniprot database offer complete genome and information about a high 322 

amount of organisms, but this is not implemented in the package, nor the webtool given the 323 

complexity of said connection. 324 

2.2 Boolean network 325 

Prior knowledge network was assembled based on model previously described, coordinating key 326 

signalling pathways which regulate cell proliferation and death. Pathways were identified using 327 
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ROMA and Bloodgen3Module for annotations. Module activity was measured, and 24 gene sets were 328 

selected as over dispersed. Plotting offers also under dispersed datasets.  329 

Figure 4 shows their distribution according to a fixed centre. Modules here, referred to as groups, 330 

take their name from Module_listGen3 object, which is obtained from database included in the 331 

package. It crosses information obtained from expression levels and compares it with annotated gene 332 

sets. As opposed to heatmap obtained in previous analysis, the difference between healthy and SLE 333 

patients is clear on this graphic. Expression compared to healthy patients in several samples in 334 

inverted, which indicates an alteration in transcription due to disease. This result is a consequence of 335 

the previous selection of relevant gene sets, and posterior search of abnormalities. Already stated 336 

comparison is a narrower and more accurate approach than aiming for differential expression in the 337 

extensive dataset, creating a heatmap with the only pre-processing of normalization. Figure 5 shows 338 

functional information related to SLE, highlighting processes such as interferon and lymphocytes, 339 

which are both related to autoimmune disease. As a result, this tool is proven to capable of finding 340 

detailed and solid comparisons of wide datasets by justified filtering of gene modules. 341 

This network was then transformed into a Boolean model where all variables take discrete binary 342 

levels (0 or 1). Once the definition of the logical regulatory graph is made, it is plotted in GINsim. 343 

Figure 6 shows the network and the gene regulations. This graph deeply differs from the previous 344 

one. Here, green coloured edges show activation and red inhibition. There are cyclic and 345 

autoregulated genes, and a higher number of nodes is presented. There is not gene ontology research, 346 

but this implementation offers a wider view of the profile of expression analysed, contributing to a 347 

high level of abstraction. The indicated is advantageous in transcriptomics studies, where often 348 

information is vague, and conclusions are hard to summarize.  349 

The possibility of following Profile method opens now. Network can be personalised to find specific 350 

drug predictions. By contrasting the model outputs (i.e., probability to achieve various phenotypes) 351 

with clinical data, it is possible to evaluate the general behaviour of the unique patient-specific 352 

models. SLEDAI score is useful in this analysis to gather probabilities and confirm damage 353 

pathways, describing proliferation and migration. Once again, these methods are based on cancer 354 

research, but as opposed to HiPathia method, this construction is not specific for this disease, and 355 

can be extrapolated to different data. The case of autoimmune disease induces the lack of literature 356 

well known pathways, as relevant genes and targets involved are not well defined. 357 

2.3 ARACNe-AP 358 

This algorithm claims to work well in presence of numerous loops and complex topologies. 359 

Computational cost was the highest of the three methods but did not overcome more than 10 minutes 360 

for the network building. ARACNE’s performance in reconstructing synthetic networks  361 

The expression profile(s) of one or more markers are compared to all other active markers to determine 362 

their mutual information (MI). The threshold calculated for is 𝑀𝐼 = 0.27191746. Secondly, Data 363 

Processing Inequality (DPI) is computed within java commands. The DPI calculation is used to 364 

eliminate the weakest interaction (represented by edges) between any three markers. In other words, if 365 

a MI value exists between each of the three potential pairings of three markers, the weakest interaction 366 

among the three will be eliminated from the output. In doing so, indirect interactions are intended to 367 

be eliminated. As a consequence indirect connection A->C would be eliminated if A->B->C were to 368 

occur because it would probably be weaker than A->B or B->C. This screening can be relaxed by 369 

setting a tolerance to take computation uncertainty into account. ARACNE, however, is not restricted 370 
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to trees and may create intricate structures with numerous loops, unlike conventional tree 371 

reconstruction techniques. 372 

ARACNe may display a warning on too few arrays when the dataset is fewer than 100 samples, as it 373 

does not have sufficient information to build the network. This was not the case in our analysis. In this 374 

case, same list of relevant genes was provided as regulators, which was previously selected upon 375 

literature. As a result, a network of 6609 interactions was obtained in a txt format. For each interaction, 376 

regulator, target, MI and p-value are provided. This is the largest network obtained by all of the three 377 

methods here analyzed. As a consequence, condensing outcome becomes a difficult task. 378 

Given the dimensions of the network and for the purpose of developing plausible visual graphics, a 379 

restrictive selection was made. In Figure 7, comparison of different types of networks plotted by 380 

package igraph is made. This becomes a convenient tool capable of creating simplified subgraphs, 381 

even though this library can handle large graphs efficiently (Csardi and Nepusz, 2006).  382 

In said graphics, a higher threshold of MI is chosen. This means that the genes selected have a higher 383 

interaction between them, creating heavily weighted influence networks. It can be seen how IFI genes 384 

are noted. This is a result which has been constant during the three modelling methods. IFI genes 385 

regulate transcription of IFN-induced proteins which involved in biological activities of interferons 386 

(Landolfo et al., 1998). Interferon proteins interact with virus infections and have several functions 387 

including activating immune cells and antigen presentation. This becomes a relevant feature for 388 

autoimmune disease research such as SLE. Altogether, the genes presented in the comparison of graphs 389 

are accurate for this analysis, as they were previously selected.  390 

The graphics here described only provide visual information about the connections between nodes, but 391 

the main output of this software is the ponderation of this influence, providing a helpful tool for future 392 

investigation. 393 

3 Conclusions 394 

Through this review, different approaches for network construction have been deeply analyzed and 395 

compared. How signal transduction travels across synthetic structures has become clear by defining 396 

mathematical equations which lie beneath the implementation of software. This becomes possible with 397 

the help of big database which provide relevant information about proteins, pathways, and general 398 

relations in gene expression regulation. Starting from a usual omics dataset, which has a high number 399 

of variables and low number of samples or patients, an extensive output has been obtained. 400 

The methods presented here represent an evolution of pathway analysis, decomposing elementary sub 401 

pathways or circuits which potentially account for cell functions and outcomes. They enable the 402 

explanation of phenotypic mechanistic features. Based on this comparison, it is concluded that, while 403 

the majority of the methods are highly specific, there are significant differences in terms of sensitivity. 404 

Propagation method used by HiPathia is the most efficient one, but gene ontology focused on cancer 405 

related pathways makes it difficult to extrapolate results for different conditions. Even in this case, 406 

relevant cellular functions are displayed, and is a convenient tool for previous analysis. Their 407 

interactive web tool is available for users who have not programming knowledge, becoming the most 408 

approachable for investigators outside of the informatics field. This is not the case for the rest of the 409 

methods, which are built in different programming languages. Boolean network becomes a primary 410 

construction full of possibilities. Binary simplification becomes a helpful improvement in terms of 411 

computational cost, making it a possibility to describe complex processes. MaBoSS software should 412 
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be highlighted as a tool for Markov Chain simulations, which is able to produce stochastic simulations 413 

can easily explore the model dynamics with different initial conditions. This solves the problem of 414 

generical and heterogeneous model between patients. Finally, ARACNe-AP software stands out for 415 

the global character of its output. It is the only method which computed a transduction signal for all 416 

the nodes in the dataset, making it possible to perform posterior analysis without restrictions. 417 

All in all, mathematical modelling of gene expression network creates an interesting framework for 418 

future analysis and interpretation, by identification of cellular mechanisms and biomarkers in the study 419 

of progression, treatment and development of diseases, aiming for an increasingly, personalized 420 

medicine driven by new technologies and advances.   421 
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Figure Legends. 553 

Figure 1. Principal Components Analysis from first method. A) PC1, PC2 and PC3 are plotted by 554 

pairs for easier representation. As legend reads, dark blue represents SLE patiens and light blue 555 

stands for healthy/control, which represent 23% of the total of samples. It shows how the first and 556 

second selection offer a better dissemination of data. B) Diagram of accumulative explained variance 557 

by each of the groups created.  558 

Figure 2. Heatmap plots post normalization in first method. A) Heatmap plot by sample grouping 559 

(SLE, Healthy). B) Heatmap plot by same sample grouping, with variable clustering and color theme 560 

“hipathia”. 561 

Figure 3. Pathway comparison plot with node colors “hipathia”. Human pathway “hsa03320” is 562 

represented. Blue stands for under expression, while orange defines positive regulation. Gene 563 

ontology functions related to protein expression are described on the right corner. 564 

Figure 4. Exploratory analysis for second method. Heatmap for over dispersed gene sets with fixed 565 

center. Grouping is made by healthy/SLE patients. Modules shown in column groups name gene sets 566 

selected by ROMA which follow over dispersion. The gradient of colors stands for the coefficient of 567 

dispersion, blue when it is negative and red for positive. Clustering by gene sets is performed on the 568 

left, providing information about similarities in expression between genes.  569 
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Figure 5. Clustering of modules annotated by ROMA separated by healthy and SLE patients, 570 

including information about main cell functions, and differences between said processes in groups. 571 

Color coding according to Z-score is calculated by function heatmap.2 through scaling standard 572 

deviation. High z-score (white) means overexpression, while red stands for under expression. 573 

Figure 6. Boolean network circular graph, output of second method. Nodes are genes extracted from 574 

selected modules. Edges of graph define directed interactions between nodes. Red colored edge for 575 

inhibition of level of expression, green for activation. Autoregulated genes are shown with self-576 

directed edge. 577 

Figure 7. Outcome graph comparison obtained from ARACNe-AP implementation, third modelling 578 

method. Different layouts are used to compare distributions. Same dataset and SLE relevant genes 579 

were used. A) MI > 0.88, pvalue > 5e − 7, circle layout. B) MI > 0.88, pvalue > 5e − 7,  star 580 

layout. C) MI > 0.88, pvalue > 5e − 7, layout with graphopt. D) 𝑀𝐼 < 0.4, random layout.  581 


